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1.01 This section has been revised to include 
information on later design even parity. 

Changes and addition s are Indicated by arrows:.J 
placed in the margin. 

1.02 The 95 Keyboard for automatic send re-
ceive sets provides a means for transmit

ting coded electrical Impulses to a signal line 
and/ or controlling the perforation of tape for 
use in a tape transmitter (F igure 1). It Is de -
signed to support a typing unit .and a motor unit, 
and to utilize either a non typing perforator, a 
typing perforator, a non typing reperforator or 
a typing reperforator. In addition, the keyboard 
may be equipped with a number of variable 
features. 

DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS 

A. flas!! 

1.03 The base is a relnforc ,ed aluminum sheet 
metal box frame · on which all other as• 

semblies are mounted. 

B. Keyboard Assembly 

1.04 The keyboard as sembly consists of a key
lever guide assembly, front frame, guide 

plate, keylevers, and ball lock assembly. 

1.05 The keylever guide assembly accommo
dates all code and function levers. 

C. Signal Generator 

1.06 The signal generator consists of a frame 
assembly; front and rear plate assem

blies; gear, shaft, clutch and cam assembly; and 
a contact box assembly (Figure 8). 

1.07 The clutch stop and latchlevers are 
mounted on the fra'1le ,. 

1.08 The codebar assembly and nonrepeat 
lever with its guide are mounted on the 

rear plate. 

1. 09 The front plate acts as a mount for the 
detent plate assembly; tran sfer bail and 

stud; transfer levers with their guides, springs, 
and mounting studs; and the locking bail with its 
stud and spring. 
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Figure 1 - Typical 35 Keyboard for Automatic Send-Receive Sets ( Front View), 
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1.10 The cam, clutch, and shaft assembly Is 
mounted between the front and rear plates. 

The cam Is one piece of machined steel with ten 
lobes. The eight lobes which generate pulse 
signals, are equal In contour and are positioned 
at uniform angles with one another. The number 
four cam dii!ers In contour, and Is used to ac
tuate the transfer lever locking bail. 

1.11 The universal ball latchlever with its 
eccentric bushing is fastened to the right 

front of the frame . This latchlever extends to 
the rear over the codebar ball latch and the 
nonrepeat lever pawl. 

1.12 The contact box assembly is mounted on 
the front plate. It is composed of a fibre 

Insulating strip, a contact toggle assembly, 
phenolic base, and drive link.. 

~ In the illustrative drawings, fixed 
pivot points are indicated as solid black 
circles. Movable pivot points are Indicated 
as cross-ha tched circles. 

UNIVERSAL BAIL 
LATCH LEVER 
MECHANISM 

CODE BAR BAIL 
MECHANISM 
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2. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

2.01 The following paragraphs cover the oper
ating principles of the 35 Keyboard for 

Automatic Send-Receive Sets. This unit pro
vides for manual, eight level, signal generation. 

KEYBOARD MECHANISM 

2. 02 The keyboard mechan1sm and optional 
features are mounted on the base. These 

mechanisms Include the intermediate gear, code
bar mechanism with key levers, signal generator 
mechanism, various function mechanisms and a 
character counter mechanism. Necessary cir
cuitry is brought out to a connector mounted at 
the rear center of the base (Figure 2). The 
signal generator shaft, through a helical gear 
on the rear of the shaft, Is operated by the main 
shaft of the typing unit whtich, In turn, derives 
Its power from the motor unit. 

TRANSFER BAIL 
MECHANISM 

I 
ELECTRICAL 
RECEPTACLE 

CLUTCH DRUM 

LOCAL LINE FEED 
MECHANISM 

Figure 2 - Typical 35 Keyboard for Automatic Send-Receive Sets (Rear View) 
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Figure 3 - Typical Keyboard for Automatic Send-Receive Sets (Front View) 
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CODE BAR MECHANISM. 

2.03 As a code selecting keytop Is depressed, 
Its corresponding codelever rotates about 

Its pivot point (Flgure .4). The rear end of the 
codelever comes up and rotates the universal 
bail. The extension arm on the top of the univer
sal bail Is moved out of engagement with the step 
at the rear end of the universal bail latch. This 
occurs when the key and correspondingcod,e
leverare about two-thirds of the waytowardfull 
stroke. The universal bail latch then moves 
downward under spring force developed by the 
universal bail spring. As this latch descends, 1t 
strikes the codebar reset bail latchlever a·nd 
carries It downward. When the corner of the re
set bail latch descends beyond the center line of 
the needle, bearing (mounted on the reset bail), 
thevarlous spring forcesacting on the reset bail 
cause It to swing to the right. This In turn per
mits the various codebars to move to the right 
In the direction of the spring forces acting on 
each codebar. As ail this happens , the code
lever is moved up to its full position by 1hr 
manual input into the keytop. Hence , the cod.e
lever may stop some of the codebars from 
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moving to their extreme rtght position. The 
codebars have vertical extensions that engage 
a curved part of the signal generator transfer 
levers. Those codebars that are permitted to 
move to the extreme right, move the corre
sponding transfer lever to the right also. How
ever, those codebars that are stopped (because 
their teeth engage the activated codelever) do 
not quite touch or move their corresponding 
transfer levers. Therefore these transfer levers 
remain In their normal left hand position (Fig
ure a). 

2.04 Simultaneouslywith the'trip-offof the re -
set bail and the movement of the code

bars to the right, the clutch trip bar (located In · 
the rear slot.a of the codebar guides) moves to 
the right. This clutch tripbar engages the clutch 
stop latch and moves it out of Its latched position 
with the clutch stop lug. 

2.05 The motor unit that mounts ·on the rear 
right corner of the key~rd ba.se supplie3 

the mechanical power to drive the associated 
typing unit, and the signal generator shaft that 
Is geared to the printer main shaft. 

CODELEVER UNIVERSAL 
BAIL EXTENSION 

UNIVERSAL BAIL 

LATCHLEVER l.,...,.~,.-

CO.DE 
KEYLEVER 

NONREPEAT 
LEVER CRANK 

Figure 4 - Codebar and Codelever Universal Bail Mechanism 
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2.06 When the clutch ls tripped, the sprlng 
loaded shoes in the clutch mechanlsm 

engage serrated teeth on the inside of the clutch 
drum. The clutch drum rotates continuously 
when the keyboard is turned on, because it ls 
part of the shaft that mounts the signal generator 
gear (Figure 2). Since the clutch shoes are 
mounted on a plate that Is part of the cam as• 
sembly, the cam rotates (clockwise as vlewed 
from the front of the ke yboard) when the clutch 
engages. 

2.07 The arrangement of the cam assembly Is 
such that the fourth cam from rear begins 

LOCK BALL CHANNEL 

a 

.to push downward on Its corresponding transfer 
leve r (Flgure 8). At almost the same time, the 
flrst cam from the front beglns to move the 
transfer lever locking bail upward. The blade 
portion of this lockJ.ng bail goes up beside a 
downward proJectlon on each transfer lever. The 
locking projectlon Is left or right of the locking 
bail, depending upon the position of the transfer 
lever as set up by the permutation action of the 
code bars. Thus, In the first few degrees of cam 
rotation, the permutatedposltion of the transfer 
levers Is locked Into position and the codebars 
are free to be reset to their normal latched 
posltion. 

KEYLEVER 

·WEDGELOCK 

a 
0 

WEDGE RETAINER 

ADJUSTING SCREW '-------- LOCK BALL RETAINER 

Figure 5 - We<lgelock Mechanism 
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2 .08 The fourth cam engages Its transfer lever. 
first and moves It down. (Figure 8). Since 

the start pulse is always spacing, no cod~bar 
is required to engage this lever. This lever is 
always held to the left by Its spring. Thus, as 
the fourth cam moves the lever down, the book 
(at the UPP8r right side of the transfer lever) 
engages the right band side of the transfer. 
(rocker) bail. This tips the transfer ball to the 
right, and pulls the contact drive link to the 
right. The resulting action of the toggle is such. 
that the left hand set of contacts acts as a pivot, 
and the right hand contacts begin to open. When 
these contacts are open, the resu!t is a spacing 
pulse (no current) In the signal circuit. The 
first (start) pulse of any character code ls al
ways a spac Ing pulse. 

2.09 The number 1 cam and the transfer lever 
move downward next. In turn, the upper 

left hook of the associated transfer lever pulls 
down on the rocker ball, holding lt to the right 
or tlltlng lt back to the left. This pushes the 
drive link to the left (or right), resulting in clos
ing the right (or left) hand contacts and allowing 
a marking (or spacing) pulse to be transmitted. 

SIGNAL G.ENERAL SHAFT 
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2.10 Similarly, the remaining transfer levers 
are pulled downward by their respective 

cams. The resulting pulse Is marking If the 
transfer lever Is to the right, or apaclng If it is 
to the left. The last transfer lever Is held to 
the right by a stop pin, Therefore the last pulse 
(stop pulse) is always marking (current on). 

2.11 Thelocklngball ls actuated bya cam lobe. 
This cam begins to move the locking ball 

up Into its locking position almost as soon as 
the cam begins to rotate. P\111 lock position oc
curs approximately at the h.alf-way point of the 
start pulse (48-1/2 degrees o{ rotation). The 
dwell on the first cam from the front holds the 
lock ball in its lock position until after the be
g!Mlng of the last pulse. Then the cam pulls 
the bail down out of lock, and all transfer levers 
are free to return to their inltlal positions at a 
point half-way through the stop pulse. 

2.12 Resetof the codeba.rs is accomplished by 
means of an eccentric on the front of the 

cam assembly, which drives an eccentric fol
lower arm (Figure 6). This a.rm engages a stud 
on the side of the reset ball, and pulls the reset 

CODEBAR RESET BAIL -

STUD -

UNIVERSAL BAIL 
LA'l!'CHLEVER 

CODEBAR 

Figure 6 - Codebar Bail Mechanism 
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SELECTED 
NUMBER 1 CODEBAR 

UNSELECTED 
NUMBER 3 CODE BAR -~ . .. 

1NVERSION BAR __ ,_ 

SELECTED 
NUMBER 4 CODEBAR 

UNSELECTED 
NUMBER 5 CODEBAR 

UNSELECTED 
NUMBER 6 CODEBAR 

SELECTED 
NUMBER 7 CODEBAR 

Figure 7 - Codebar Selection 

bail to the left as the cam rotates. At the peak 
position of the reset eccentric, the codebar re
set ball Is clear of the needle bearing stud. This 
permits the latch spring to pull the latch up In
to the locking position. The codebar reset 
bail is latched as the eccentric drives the fol 
lower arm back to its Initial position. As the 
codebar reset bail is moved to the left into re
set, It engages proje,ctions on the permutation 
codebars, clutch tripbar, and a step on the 
nonrepeat lever. This moves all these ele
ments to the left Into the latched reset position. 

2.13 The reset eccentric Is so positioned In 
angular relationship to the remainder of 

the cam that pickup of the codebars, and non
repeat lever, begins at 92-1/2°. At 145o the 
codebars have moved to the left sufficiently to 
permit the codelever (that determined the per
mutation) to drop down out of the universal ball. 
This permlt .s the unive r sal ball to rotate for
ward and kick the nonrepeat lever down oU the 
reset ball. At the same time, the extension on 
the universal bail moves In under Its latchlever 
and bolds this latclllever up. With the universal 
ball latch held up, the reset ball continues to 
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move to the left. Full reset occurs at approx
imately 180° of cam rotation. As soon as the 
universal bail moves forward, a second keytop 
can be operated. However, from that point on, 
full time of cam rotation must expire before a 
third and successive keys may be operated. 

REPEAT MECHANISM 

2 .14 Operation of the REPT keylever simulta-
neously with one of the keylevers In the 

three lower rows or the space bar disables the 
nonrepeat mechanism and causes the character 
or function selected to be repeated as long as 
the REPT keylever Is held operated. T.he oper
ated REPT keylever causes Its !unction lever to 
raise the right end of the nonrepeat lever (Fig
ure 9) and rotates it about its pivot point. In 
thlB position, the nonrepeat lever cannot be en
gaged and operated by the codebar ball, there
fore, the nonrepeat lever crank will not reset 
the ,operated codebar ball latch. The codebar 
blll and universal ball latchlever are thus main• 
talned In their operated positions and the code
bar ball follows the eccentric arm movement 
back and forth unUI the REPT keylever Is re
leased. 
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CONTACT BOX 
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Figure 8 - Transfer Lever Mechanism and Contact Box Mechanism 
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Figure 9 - Repeat Mechanism 

CONTROL KEY MECHANISM 

2.15 Operating the control key produces the 
upper case of a speclfic key by deleting 

the number 7 pulse . This is done by the control 
codelever blocking the number 7 codebar from 
falling to the right . 

SHIFT KEY MECHANISM 

2.16 To obtain a shift bit inversion case char-
act er , the enlarged shift key (at either 

side of the keyboard} is held dOWfi while de
pressing a complimentary key . The shift key 
preconditions the keyboard for the function of 
adding or deleting (as the case may be) the num 
ber 5 code bit , to obtain Its complimentary key 
code. This is accomplished by means of a shift 
code lever engaging · a diagonal cammlng surface, 
on the under side of the shift lockbar (outer slot 
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of the codebar guide), and directing Its motion 
to the left. The ball, riding the upper diagonal 
cammlng surface , ls raised. This allows the 
Inversion codebar (feed hole slot) to fall only 
when the complimentary key is depressed . This 
inversion bar , upOn falling to the right, operates 
the transfer lever number 5 pulse by a mechan
ical connection . The code transmitted ls then 
the addition or omission of the nu.mber 5 pulse , 
combined with the transfer levers selected by 
the complimentary key . 

LOCAL LINE FEED MECHANISM 

2.17 When the LOC LF keylever on the key-
board ls depressed, paper is fed out of the 

associated typing unit when p0wer Is on. The 
mechanism operates as follows: Depressing the 
LOC LF keylever raises the forward end of the 
local line feed bail (Figure 10). This ball pivots 
and Its upper end pushes the attached local line 
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LINE FEED CLUTCH TRIP LEVER 
(ON TYPING UNIT) 

LOCAL LINE FEED TRIP LINK 
LOCAL LINE FEED KEYLEVER 

- LOCAL LINE FEED BAIL 

LOCAL LINE FEED 
TRIP LINK SPRING 

-

FUNCTION LEVElt 

Figure 10 - Local Line Feed Mechanism 

feed trip link toward the rear until the link en
gages the line feed clutch trip lever on the typ
ing unit. Thus, the line feed mechanism on the 
local typing ullllt Is made to operate without a 
signal and other typing units on the same line 
circuit are not disturbed . 

LOCAL CARRIAGE RETURN MECHANISM 

2 .18 The local carriage return mechanism 
enables the operator to trip the carriage 

return mechanism on the associated typing unit, 
thereby causing the type box carriage to be fully 
returned to Its normal position at the beginning 
of a line of copy. This mechanism operates as 
follows: When the LOC CR key lever (Figure 11) 
is depressed, Its function lever rises and, in 
turn , raises the forward end of the local car 
riage return bail. This ball rotates about its 
pivot point until the upper end engages the car• 
rlage return lever on the typing unit. 'The car
riage return mechanism operates in this manner 
without a signal that would cause other units In 
the line circuit to function. 

3. VARIABLE FEATURES 

CODE READING CONTACT MECHANISM (See 
Figure 3) 

3.01 Used in place of the signal contact box, 
the code reading contact mechanism en

ables a keyboard to transmit Its output tn paral
lel-wire form. The mechanlsm contains a bank 
of contacts which assume spacing (open) and 
marking (closed) positions, as determined by 
codebar selection. Each contact has an Inter
mediate lever and latchlever for actuation. The 
contacts are reset by a drive arm associated 
with the eccentric follower (2.12). Operation ts 
as follows: 

3. 02 Following the depre ·sslon of a .keytop, 
selected codebars are moved to the ex

treme right position (2.03). Their corresponding 
latchlevers are engaged and moved to the right, 
unlatching the associated intermediate lever. 
This results in contact closure and the trans
mission of a marking pulse from the actuated 
contacts. Contacts associated with unselected 
code bars remain open, or spacing. 
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CARRIAGE RETURN BAIL 
(ON TYPING UNIT) 

CARRIAGE RETURN LEVER 
(ON TYPlNG UNIT) 

WCAL CARRIAGE RETURN BAIL 

WCAL CARRIAGE 
RETURN KEYLEVER 

WCAL CARRIAGE RETURN 
FUNCTION LEVER 

Figure 11 - Local Carriage Return Mechanism 
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Figure 12 - Early Design Codebar Arrang ement With Even Parity 
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3.03 The contacts are reset by means of an 
extension drive arm between the eccentric 

follower drive arm and the code reading contact 
rese t ball. As the eccentric rotates to the reset 
position, the bail drives the Intermediate levers 
to their latched position. 

EVEN PARITY 

3.04 In keyboards equipped to provide an 
even parity output, the eight bit of the 

signa l code may be either marking or spacing, 
ln order to always supply an even number of 
marking pulses for each code combination 
transmitted. 

A. Early Design (See Figure 12) 

Shift With Even Parity 

3.05 Depression of this key and lts related 
mechanism will invert the number 5 and 

8 marking bit to spacing or a spacing bit to a 
marking bit, as tlhe case may be. This ls an 
other means of obtaining an upper case or sym 
bol associated with a particular keytop and ls 
accomplished by holding down the enlarged 
SHIFT key (at either side of the keyboard) while 
depressing a complimentary key. The shift code
lever prevents the number 5 and number 8 code
bars from falling and at the same time precon
ditions the keyboard for the function of Inverting 
the space-to-mark bit or the mark - to-space bit, 
as required to obtain !ts complimentary key 
code with parity. This ls accomplished by means 
of a shift codelever engaging a diagonal cam
ming surface on the unders ide of the shift lock
bar and the transition bar , directing their mo
tion to the left. The shift lockbar blocks out the . 
selected group of keys while the transition bar 
prohibits the complimentary keys from being 
actuated prematurely through Its "saw tooth" 
design. As the motion to the left develops, the 
upper ball with Us two blocking tines riding the 
upper diagonal cammlng surface is raised per 
mitting the number 5 Inversion and number 8 
Inversion codebars if coded marking, to fall 
only when the complimentary key is depressed. 
These Inversion and associated codebars, upon 
falling to the right, permit the proper combina
tion of marking bits to be pr esented with even 
parity. 

Control Key With Even Parity 

3.06 Depressio n of the CTRL (control) key 
wtll cause the number 7 bit to space and 

Invert the number 8 bit. This is another means .J 
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of obtaining an upper case function, with even 41 
parity, associated with a particular keytop. This 
is accomplished by holding the CTRL key down 
while depressing a complimentary key. The 
CTRL key codelever engages a diagonal cam
mi~ surface on the underside of the transition 
codebar, directing lls motion to the left, as It 
blocks the number 'l, number 8, and number 5 
Inversion bars from falling to tlhe right (mark). 
As the motion to the left develops, the upper 
ball again rides the upper diagonal camming 
surface , permitting the number ,8 inversion code
bar, if coded marking, to fall only when the 
complimentary key is depress,ed . This opera
tion deletes number 7 and inverts number 8 in 
the selection of the regular assigned code of the 
complimentary key code, developing a control 
code with even parity. 

B. Later Design (See Figure 13) 

Shilt With Even Parity 

3.07 Depression of the shift key and Us re-
lated mechanism Inverts the number 5 

and number 8 marking bits to spacing or spac-
ing bits to marking as the case may be . This 
ls a means of obta!nlng an upper case or symbol 
associated with a particular keytop and is ac
complished by holding down the enlarged SHIFT 
key (at either side of the keyboard) while de
pressing a complimentary key. The shift code
lever pr events the No. 5 codebar fr om falli ng 
and at the same time conditions the keyboard 
for the funcUon of Inverting the space-to-mark 
bit or the mark- to-space bit as . required to ob
tain !ts complimentary key c.ode with parity. 
This ls accompli shed by means of a shift code
lever engaging a diagonal cammlng surface on 
the underside of the shift lockbar directing lts · 
motion to the left . The shift lockbar serves a 
dual purpose; It blocks out the selectedgroup of 
keys and lnhiblts the complimentary keys from 
being actuated prematurely. As the motion to 
the left develops, the upper bail riding the upper 
diagonal cammlng surface on the shift lockbar , 
ls raised. This raises the blocking tine and 
permits the No. 5 Inversion c,odebar , if coded 
marking, to fall. At the same time a pivoted 
follower attached to the shift lockbar, rides up 
a "V" shaped cammlng surface on tile control 
lockbar . This raises the blocking surface of 
the lower blocking ball allowing the No. 8 Inver
sion codebar to fall, if coded marking, and 
blocks the No. 8 codebar . Upon falling to the 
right, the codebars unlatch their respective 
transfer levers causing the proper permutation 1 to be generated. .,i 
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:Figur e 13 - Later Design Codebar Arrangement With Even Parity 
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Figure 14 - Character Counter Mechanism , Front View 
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DRIVE LEVER BAFFLE ANTIBOUNCE LEVER RESET LEVER SPRlNG SPRING 

0 

FEED LEVER 

RESET LEVER EXTENSION 

STOP LEVER RESET BAIL 

Figure 15 - Character Counter MechaniBm, Rear View 

Control Key With Even Parity -, 
S.08 Depression of the CTRL (control) key 

will cause the seventh bit to space and 
the eighthblt to Invert. This is a means of ob
taining a control function with an even parity 
bit. It Is accomplished by holding the control 
key down while depressing a complimentary 
key. The control key operates a control lock
bar, which serves the purpose of both blocking 
out those keys to which a control ls not associ
ated and preventing a complimentary key from 
being actuated prematurely, by means of Its saw 
tooth design. The control key codelever en
gages a diagonalcammlngsurface on the ·under
side of the control lockbar directing its motion 
to the left, as It blocks the No. 7 code bar from 
falling to the right (mark position). As motion 
develops, the follower engages the "V" shaped 
camming surface of the control lockbar, and 
moves up, raising the lower blocking ball. The 
lower ball, In lts upward travel, unblocks the 
No. 8 Inversion codebar and permits It to fall 
to the right (If coded marking). As the code
bars fall to the right they operate their respec
tive transfer levers causing the proper permu-
tation to be generated. ..J 

3.09 The design of the keyboard allows the -i 
depression of the shift and control keys 

simultaneously. Holding the shift and control 
key down while depressing the proper compli
mentary key will generate S S through S7 and 
NULL. As the shift and control keys are de
pressed their key codelevers engage a diagonal 
cammlng surface on the underside of their re
spective lockbars directing them to move to 
the left. As the shift lockbar moves, Its upper 
diagonal cammlng surface causes the upper 
blocking ball to rise, unblocking the No. 5 in
version codebar so that It may fall to the right 
If marking. The shift key codelever blocks the 
No. 5 codebar. As the control lockbar moves, 
the follower attached to the shift lockbar rides 
In the "V" shaped cammlng surface on the con-
trol lockbar. Since the total travel of the two 
lockbars. Is the same the follower will not ride 
up on either of the camm!Jlg surfaces and the 
lower blocking ball remains in Its normal posi
tion. This causes the No. 8 Inversion codebar 
to remain blocked and allows the No. 8 codebar 
to fall to the right when marking. The code
bars, upon falling to the right, permit the proper 
combination of marking bit 1 through 8 to be 1 
generated. ..,i 
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Figure 16 - Operation of Character Counter Mechanism 
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CHARACTER COUNTER MECHANISM 

A. General (See Figures 14, 15, and 16) 

3.10 The character counter is driven mechan-
ically from the perforator transmitter by 

the action of the counter and carriage return 
codebars located in the second and third slots 
of the codebar basket. These bars provide 
drive projections which engage the forks of the 
feed and reset balls of the counter. Asthecode 
bars fall to the right when a key on the keyboard 
Is struck, the counter mechanism Is tripped. 
As the keyboard Is reset under power, the 
counter performs Its required functions. These 
functions may be divided Into three distinct 
phases of ope·ration. Figure 16 Illustrates these 
three phases of operation and also the normal 
position of the counter mechanism. 

B. Stepping 

3.11 Referring to sequence A, Figure 16, as a 
key is struck the codebars fall to the 

right, carrying with it feed ball 1. The drive 
leve r, ·which is linked to the feed ball, moves to 
the left slighUy more than one tooth. As the code
bars are reset under power, stepping bail l 
moves clockwise, causing the drive lever to ad
vance the ratchet drum one tooth. The drive 
pawl prevents the ratchet drum from rotating 
counterclockwise untll it Is again tripped for the 
following character. When this occurs the 
ratchet drum rotates slightly counterclockwise, 
coming to rest against the latchlever. 

C. Counter Reset 

3.12 Sequence B, Figure 16, illustrates the 
tripped position of the counter mechanism 

for a reset function. Reset ball 2 moves coun.
terclockwise as Its codebar falls to the right, 
causing the reset lever in turn to rotate clock
wise . As the reset lever rotates clockwise the 
reset lever extension moves downward until it 
falls under the shoolder of the projection on the 
drive and latchlevers under the action of Its 
spring. When the counter bars are reset as in 
C, Figure 1& the reset ball is rotated clockwise 
to Its original position, causing the reset lever 
to rotate countercloclcwise, carrying the reset 
lever extension upward, and moving both the 
drive and latchlevers out of engagement with 
the ratchet teeth. The mechanism remains In 
this condition and the ratchet drum assembly 
rotates rapidly counterclockwise (under the ac 
tion of its r eturn spring) until It reaches ·its 
zero position . 
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3.13 As the ratchet drum reaches tts zero 
position, a stop on the ratchet strikes a 

stop lever fastened to the frame. The elastic 
Impact is transmitted through the stop lever to 
the antibounce lever whose lower end is nor
mally in contact with the st.op lever. The anti~ 
bounce lever r otates counterclockwise , dropping 
In behind the ratche t stop . As the ratchet drum 
rebounds from the stop lever, its stop strikes 
the antibounce lever, preventing further motion 
and maintaining the antibounce lever in its 
actuated position. The ratchet continues to oper
ate between the stop lever and anttbounce lever 
until the energy in the system has been largely 
dissipated. The ratchet stop then remains In 
contact wtth the stop lever , permitting the anti
bounce lever to return to its normal position . 

D. Restart 

3.14 Sequence D, Figure 16, lllustrates the re-
starting action of the counter mechanism 

for the character following carriage return . 
As a key on the keyboard is depressed, the 
counter codebar falls to the right, the feed bail 
moves counierclockwtse and the drive lever 
moves to the left. As the drive lever moves to 
the left it is disengaged from the reset lever 
extension and falls Into engagement with the 
ratchet tooth. As the codebars are reset under 
power , the feed ball rotates clockwtse and the 
feed lever begins to move to the right. As It 
does, its projection pushes the reset lever ex
tension to the right and out of engagement with 
the latch lever, which falls into engagement with 
the ratchet drum. As the drive lever completes 
Its stroke, it steps t!le ratchet one tooth as In 
the normal stepping operation. 

E . End Of Line Swttch 

3.15 The end-of-line switch operates the end
of-line Indicator light located In the cab

inet to signal the end of a typed page printer line. 

3.16 Operation of the character counter end-of 
line Indicator switch ls controlled by a 

switch cam (Figure 14). The switch cam rotates 
with the ratchet drum and can be adjusted to 
close the switch at any typed line length of from 
10 to 80 characters . 

LOCAL BACKSPACE MECHANISM (See Fig
ure 17.) 

3 .17 Two types of local backspace mechanisms 
are used. Earlier designed keyboards 

used a combination mechanical and power back 
space. The mechanical linkage QPerated the 
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Figure 17 - Local Backspace Mechanism 

typing unit backSpace and the switch (power) 
operated the reperforator backspace. The later 
design keyboards use only the power operated 
backspace. The main difference being the loca
tion of the backspace key on the keyboard. The 
ea rlier design located the backspace key on the 
right side of the keybo.ard and the later design 
locates the backspace key on the left side of the 
keyboard. 

(a) Mechanical Linkage. Depressing the local 
backspace keylever causes its function 

leve r to raise the forward end of the local 
backspace operating ball , ,:otating the bail 
about it s mounting shafi. A pin in the rear 
(left) arm of the bail engages the cam su rfa ce 
on the lower end of' the backspace transfer 
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ba il. When the operating bail is rotated, the 
downward motion of the pin causes the upper 
end of the transfer bail to engage the back
space bail on the typing u.nit and ,:otate the 
backspace bail about its shaft. 

(b) Power Drive Backspace Mechan ism. The 
power drive backspace mechanl!sm is used 

to backspace perforated tape to delete errors 
in character Informatio n. Backspacing Is ac
c'omplisbed automatically by press ll\g the B 
SP, keylever on the keyboard. When the key
lever Is depressed, the switch associated with 
the tape backspace button assembly is closed. 
The circuit to the magnet assem ·bly of the 
power drive backspace mechanism is then 
energized, causing the armature bail to fall. 


